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WCSQM   
 
Langley Park School for Boys – World Class Reaccreditation 2021  
 
Student name: Andres De Miguel     Year group/form:12A    
 
Instructions to student 

Choose an area.  For each characteristic, write an explanation, and upload evidence.  For each area, there is a 

poster to help you, and a version of this form with completed examples.  Save as you go along.  

 

We  are #worldclass  learners and leaders with a  commitment to achieving  the best for our community and our best in the 

work place, by acquiring a deep knowledge and understanding of our world’ 

1. I am an  excellent learner, dedicated to life- long learning because I… 

Characteristics 

Description  Evidence  

a…understand the importance of learning from mistakes, and build up 
intellectual and emotional resilience 

 
 

b…exercise intellectual curiosity, and work independently, creatively and 
inventively 

 
 

c…demonstrate an entrepreneurial spirit  

d…reflect on my achievements, revise and improve my ideas  

e…use strategies for effective learning, such as the ability to memorise, 
summarise, rephrase and review 

 
 

f…practice reading for enjoyment, accompanied by high levels of critical 
thinking 

 
 

g…am an excellent researcher  
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h…am an exceptional learning role model to members of the school 
community, at all ages, and levels. 

 
 

2.  I am an exceptional leader and organiser because I… 

a…inspire, encourage and recognise others 
In my part-time job I often find myself having to encourage children so 
that they don’t give up on their tennis playing and when they do 
something wrong I am quick to remind them that it’s OK to make 
mistakes and to try again next time after giving them some pointers. 
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b…know how to plan effectively  
I also have to plan the exercises and games that the kids are going to 
play beforehand and have to make sure that all the equipment is laid out 
on the courts before the lesson starts so they can get to playing straight 
away. 
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c…am efficient 
I am regarded as being efficient mainly due to the fact that I am often 
responsible for one group of kids by myself proving that I am trusted to 
manage a group of kids efficiently and without any help allowing for other 
staff to take on more important jobs especially at camps in the holidays. 
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d…am fair, trustworthy and ethical  
I take pride in my ethical way of working and always make sure to have 
all the necessary paperwork completed to allow me to be a tennis coach 
and be certified for the job and the people I am managing. 
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e…make effective decisions according to reliable evidence 
Especially in camps I am required to make decisions on which games 
the children should play based on their combined tennis skills and the 
surrounding groups’ abilities also. This taking-in of information then 
allows me to decide on the best games to play for the children to ensure 
they have the best experience and they aren’t doing anything that is not 
to their level. 
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f… set myself goals and targets that enable me to reach my potential 
I often push myself in the field of hours worked and quality of activities 
that I provide for the children I coach often volunteering myself for extra 
hours at the club. 

 

3. I consistently out-perform students from similar contexts, and I am committed to continually improving my 

performance because I 

a…know how to develop positive relationships with different groups of 
people 

 
 

b…achieve my potential and overcome obstacles  
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c…have an area of expertise or specialism  

d…can demonstrate methods and tools of continual improvement  

e…am agile in response to changing needs and circumstances  

f…want to improve my learning  continually   

4.   I am an active participant in my school, local  or relevant communities because I … 

a…ensure I am accountable for my performance  

b…have a balanced approach to satisfying a range of interested parties 
with conflicting demands 

 
 

c…measure the impact of what I do, and change my actions accordingly   

d…communicate effectively   

e…make sure the objectives of any activity I carry out are understood 
and accepted by the community I am serving  

 

f…research and understand what the community I am serving needs  

g…am totally committed to and engaged with the community I am 
serving  

 
 

h…make sure the community I serve are able  freely to share, and 
actively seek, opportunities to enhance their own competence, 
knowledge and experience 

  

5.  I am the best candidate in my field for higher education and/or employment because I … 

a…have  high quality work experience   

b…have involvement in  partnerships with business and public 
organisations, locally, nationally and internationally 

 
 

c…have worked with, and learned from individuals,  among the best in 
their field, with appropriate local, national, and international experience. 

 

d…have exceptionally well developed skills of collaboration  

e…am highly employable  
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f…have developed skills in languages and/or an understanding of global 
issues  

 

6.  I am  highly literate scientifically, mathematically, technologically and culturally because I… 

a…have an awareness of how science, mathematics and technology 
shape our environment 

 
 

b…make well-founded mathematical judgements  

c…identify and understand the role that mathematics plays in the world .  

d…successfully take the initiative to develop innovative school-based or 
external technological systems and processes 

 

 

f…am willing to engage in science-, mathematical- and technology-
related issues, as a reflective citizen 

  

g…have been exposed to a breadth of texts which develop my general 
knowledge  

  
 

h…appreciate the systems of beliefs, values, attitudes, customs, 
institutions and social relations relevant to global developments and am 
able treat all people respectfully and in a suitable manner appropriate to 
their culture 

 

 

 


